X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the Eu L-edge (2p → 5d) in two compounds exhibiting valence fluctuation, namely EuNi2(Si0.18Ge0.82)2 and EuNi2P2, has been investigated at pulsed high magnetic fields of up to 40 T. A distinct XMCD peak corresponding to the trivalent state (Eu 3+ ; f 6 ), whose ground state is nonmagnetic (J=0), was observed in addition to the main XMCD peak corresponding to the magnetic (J=7/2) divalent state (Eu 2+ ; f 7 ). This result indicates that the 5d electrons belonging to both valence states are magnetically polarized. It was also found that the ratio P 5d (3+)/P 5d (2+) between the polarization of 5d electrons (P 5d ) in the Eu 3+ state and that of Eu 2+ is ∼0.1 in EuNi2(Si0.18Ge0.82)2 and ∼0.3 in EuNi2P2 at magnetic fields where their macroscopic magnetization values are the same. The possible origin of the XMCD of the Eu
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state and an explanation of the dependence of P 5d (3+)/P 5d (2+) on the material are discussed in terms of hybridization between the conduction electrons and the f electrons. At low temperatures, where thermal excitations are suppressed, quantum effects become clear and intriguing phenomena such as quantum phase transitions are observed in high magnetic fields [1, 2] . However, microscopic measurement techniques are limited in the presence of high magnetic fields. For example, photoemission experiments at high magnetic fields are very difficult to perform. A synchrotron X-ray is an element-and shell-selective microscopic probe, and X-ray magnetospectroscopy is a powerful method for studying electronic states at high magnetic fields. Recently, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at high magnetic fields up to 40 T has been carried out in order to clarify fieldinduced valence transitions of Yb-and Eu-based intermetallic compounds by using a pulsed magnet [3, 4] . As for the research of magnetic materials, X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectroscopy is an even more powerful technique than XAS. Since high-magnetic-field XMCD can be used for examining antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic materials [5] as well as ferromagnetic materials, various kinds of field-induced phenomena, such as metamagnetic transitions, can be studied microscopically.
Valence fluctuation phenomena found in rare-earth intermetallic compounds have been attracting considerable attention from the viewpoint of the strong correlation of electrons. In the valence fluctuation state at low temperatures, the Kondo effects becomes significant and the ground state is nonmagnetic in many cases. When magnetic fields are applied, the localized magnetic moment tends to appear. In fact, field-induced valence transitions are found along with the metamagnetism in some systems exhibiting valence fluctuation, such as Ce 0.8 La 0.1 Th 0.1 [6] , YbInCu 4 [7] , EuNi 2 (Si 1−x Ge x ) 2 [8] . In order to elucidate the valence fluctuation phenomena, the XMCD experiment is highly intriguing. We can examine the magnetic polarization of electrons in different valence states determined by the magnetic fields.
In this Letter, we present the application of high-magnetic-field XMCD to EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 and EuNi 2 P 2 , which are typical materials exhibiting valence fluctuation [9, 10] . The magnetic polarization of the Eu 5d electrons in different valence states is examined by using XMCD spectroscopy at high magnetic fields. The dependence of the polarization of the 5d electrons on the field and the material is discussed in terms of hybridization between the conduction and f electrons (c-f hybridization).
The XMCD experiment with Eu L 2,3 -edge (2p 1/2,3/2 → 5d) was carried out at high magnetic fields at BL39XU in SPring-8 [11] by using a miniature pulsed magnet producing fields of up to 40 T [3, 4] . A polycrystal of EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 and a single crystal of EuNi 2 P 2 were used. The crystals were powdered and diluted in order to achieve an effective sample thickness of about 10 µm for the transmission measurement. An experimental setup for high-field XMCD spectroscopy was similar to that for high-field XAS, described in Ref. [3, 4] . A diamond X-ray phase plate was introduced into the present setup to generate circularly polarized X-rays. A storage oscilloscope was used to record the detector output voltages corresponding to the incident and transmitted X-ray intensities of the sample as a function of time, together with the pulsed magnetic field. The XMCD signal (∆µt = µ + t − µ − t) is determined as the difference in the absorption intensities for right-(µ + t) and left-(µ − t) circular polarization. The µ + t and µ − t were measured by successive two shots of a pulsed field at a fixed X-ray energy, as the photon helicity was reversed every shot.
The measured XMCD spectra of EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 are shown in Fig. 1 together with the XAS spectra at several magnetic fields. The XAS spectra of the L 2 and L 3 absorption edges are very similar, except for the intensities. The valence fluctuation manifests itself as a doublepeak structure in the XAS spectra [12] . The higher energy XAS peak, which is shown in Fig. 1 , is attributed to the Eu 3+ state, while the lower energy peak is attributed to the Eu 2+ state [8, 9] . The XAS spectrum strongly depends on the magnetic field, exhibiting a valence change induced by the magnetic field [4, 13] . We found that the double-peak structure corresponding to the two valence states is observed in the XMCD spectra as well as in the XAS spectra. The double peaks indicate that the electrons in the Eu 5d orbital, where the excited electron finally goes in the L 2,3 transitions, are magnetically polarized not only in the Eu 2+ state (f 7 ; J = 7/2 in the ground state), but also in the Eu 3+ state (f 6 ; J = 0 in the ground state). Figure 2 shows the dependence of the integrated intensity of the XMCD peak (I mcd ) on the magnetic field, as well as the magnetic polarization of the 5d electrons (P 5d ). The degree of magnetic polarization of the Eu 5d electrons in each valence state is defined in this paper as P 5d = ∆µt dE/ µt dE, where ∆µt and µt = (µ + t + µ − t)/2 are the XMCD intensity and the absorption intensity, respectively. ∆µt dE (=I mcd ) is deduced by integration of the XMCD peak shown in Fig. 1 [12] . The details of the curve fitting are shown in Ref. 4 . The v * values at 5 K obtained in the present study namely 2.74 at 0 T and 2.47 at 40 T are in good agreement with the field dependence of v * reported in our previous paper [4] . The magnetization (M ) of the sample at 4.2 K [14] is shown in Fig. 2 in order to compare it with the dependence of I mcd and P 5d on the field. An increase of the magnetization caused by the valence change is observed at around 35 T [8, 14] . In addition, I mcd of Eu
2+
and that of Eu 3+ scale together with the magnetization, as expected for XMCD experiments. However, P 5d is qualitatively different for the Eu 2+ and Eu 3+ states. If we define the P 5d of Eu 2+ (f 7 ) and that of Eu 3+ (f 6 ) as P 5d (2+) and P 5d (3+), respectively, it is found that the dependence of P 5d (2+) on the field is convex upward and exhibits saturation more clearly than the magnetization at around 40 T, while P 5d (3+) still appears to follow the magnetization curve. Since the magnetic field dependence of I mcd and P 5d for the L 3 -edge is found to be qualitatively similar to that for the L 2 -edge, we only show and discuss the results of the L 2 -edge in this Letter.
In Fig. 3(a) , we show the results for another sam- ple, namely EuNi 2 P 2 . The Eu valence in EuNi 2 P 2 is 2.5 − 2.6 [10, 15] , which is almost exactly midway between 2 and 3, due to the strong hybridization, and this material is considered to be characterized by stronger hybridization than EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 . We found two clear peaks in the XAS and XMCD spectra, as in the case of EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 . Only small changes in the XAS spectra are visible even at 40 T, and the Eu valence depends only slightly on the magnetic field in the case of EuNi 2 P 2 (2.64 at 0 T and 2.61 at 40 T). The deduced polarization of the 5d electrons (P 5d ) for each valence state is plotted as a function of the field in Fig. 3 (b) together with the magnetization. It is found that both P 5d values follow the magnetization. In the following paragraphs, we discuss the XMCD spectra and the deduced polarization P 5d . The double-peak structure found in the XMCD spectra of 2 . It appears that these values are two or three times smaller than the ratio P 5d (3+)/P 5d (2+), as we show below.
However, in compounds exhibiting valence fluctuation, the mixing between the Eu 3+ : J = 0 and Eu 3+ : J = 1 states can be enhanced by the strong c-f hybridization. According to a previous work on EuCu 2 Si 2 [18] , significant contribution of the Eu 3+ : J = 1 state to the magnetic properties was observed. Therefore, the effect of Eu 3+ : J = 1 state is one of the plausible origins of the Eu 3+ −XMCD observed in the present work. The third possible origin is that the conduction electrons are polarized by strong hybridization with the 4f electrons in the magnetic Eu 2+ states, and these polarized conduction electrons induce the magnetic polarization of the 5d electrons in the nonmagnetic Eu 3+ state. Owing to the strong c-f hybridization, this mechanism also can be regarded as plausible. Moreover, this postulated mechanism is similar to that found in DyLu, where magnetic polarization of the 5d electrons in nonmagnetic Lu (f 14 ) in DyLu was observed by magnetic resonance scattering [19] . Here, it should be stressed that the strength of the c-f hybridization plays an important role for the XMCD of the Eu 3+ state not only in the second possible origin but also in the third possible origin.
Next, we compare the relative magnitude P 5d (3+)/P 5d (2+) of the polarization of 5d electrons between EuNi 2 P 2 and EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 in the same magnetization range, 1 < M /(µ B /Eu) < 3. From Figs. 2(b) and 3(b), we obtain P 5d (3+)/ P 5d (2+) =0.30 ± 0.03 and 0.12 ± 0.03 for EuNi 2 P 2 and EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 , respectively. Those values are nearly constant in the interval 1 < M /(µ B /Eu) < 3. The ratio of the values for the two materials is 0.30/0.12=2.5. This dependence on the material suggests that the induced polarization of the 5d electrons in the Eu 3+ state depends on the electronic structure, as well as possibly on the strength of the c-f hybridization.
If we assume a simple two-level scheme for describing the hybridization and denote the energy gap between the two valence states as ∆E, the hybridization energy parameter V can be evaluated from the Eu valence v * at low temperatures and zero magnetic fields. If we use v * =2.6 for EuNi 2 P 2 and 2.8 for EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 , it is found that V /∆E=2.3 and 0.7 for EuNi 2 P 2 and EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 , respectively. The relative value of the hybridization strength between the two materials is thus estimated to be 2.3/0.7, which is around 3.3. Therefore, we found that the relative value of P 5d (3+)/P 5d (2+) in the two materials (2.5) is close to the estimated relative hybridization value in the two materials (3.3) . This agreement might support our assumption that Eu 3+ -XMCD is induced through the c-f hybridization.
Finally, we discuss the dependence of P 5d in EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ) 2 on the magnetic field. Since the field dependence of P 5d (3+) seems to follows the macroscopic magnetization curve, as seen in Fig. 2 , it appears that P 5d (3+) reflects the magnetization contributed from many Eu sites through the c-f hybridization. Hence, it is likely that the magnetic moments due to the J=7/2 (Eu 2+ ) and J=1 (Eu 3+ ) states of neighboring Eu sites induce the polarization of 5d electrons of Eu 3+ state. Regarding the Eu 2+ state, since the 5d electrons are magnetically polarized by the local d − f exchange interaction, P 5d (2+) directly reflects the magnetic polarization of the 4f electrons in the Eu 2+ state. Hence, we regard the dependence of P 5d (2+) on the magnetic field as a hypothetical magnetization curve when all Eu sites have localized J=7/2 magnetic moments. It is noteworthy that the magnetization curve of antiferromagnetic EuNi 2 (Si 0.05 Ge 0.95 ) 2 [8] is similar to that of the dependence of P 5d (2+) on the magnetic field.
In has J=0. We have proposed possible explanations for the XMCD of the nonmagnetic Eu 3+ state in terms of hybridization between the conduction electrons and the 4f electrons (c-f hybridization) ; the two possible origins are (1) mixing of Eu 3+ J = 1 state through the c-f hybridization and (2) spin polarization of the conduction electrons due to the hybridization effect. Another intriguing finding concerns the fact that the dependence of the magnetic polarization of the 5d electrons (P 5d ) on the magnetic field is qualitatively different for the Eu 2+ and Eu 3+ states at magnetic fields higher than the valence transition field of EuNi 2 (Si 0.18 Ge 0.82 ). This difference is attributed to the different origins of the XMCD, where the Eu 2+ XMCD is caused by localized electrons, while Eu 3+ XMCD reflects the character of the itinerant electrons. Although the detailed mechanism of the XMCD in Eu-based materials exhibiting valence fluctuation is still unclear, it is plausible that the c-f hybridization plays an important role. In addition, actually, recent photoemission experiments reported evidence suggesting strong hybridization between Eu 4f and Ni 3d electrons in EuNi 2 P 2 [20] . Hence, the conduction electrons referred to in the present XMCD paper can be Ni 3d electrons. For the better understanding of the phenomenon, a theoretical model beyond a single atomic picture [21] 
